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INFORMATIONAL ITEM 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 

 

 

AGENDA ITEM:  4 – P 

 

DATE:  January 25, 2018 

 

****************************************************************************** 

 

SUBJECT  

 Banner HR/Finance and Student Implementation Update 

 

CONTROLLING STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY 

 BOR Policy 1:1 – General Authority, Powers, and Purpose of the Board1 

BOR Policy 1:7:6 – Technology and Telecommunications Council2 

 

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION 

Work continues to move forward with multiple initiatives associated with this project.  SD 

will continue with the implementation tasks associated with both the HRFIS migration 

from Banner 8 to Banner 9 and the Banner 9 SISFA migration until all modules have 

migrated from Colleague to Banner.  To date, we have scheduled consulting sessions for 

student information and the financial aid modules.  A number of other initiatives are also 

ongoing including the following: DegreeWorks, Data Migration, Multi-Entity Processing 

(MEP), Mobile, Portal, Operational Data Store (ODS), etc. Over the next several months, 

SD and Ellucian will be teaming together to execute the implementation and conversion of 

our systems.   

 

In this summary, a list of topics and attachments for discussion are included below.  The 

items identified are the critical items that have been addressed or are being addressed 

currently. 

  

1. From a background perspective, the last Regents status report from the December BOR 

meeting is attached (see Attachment I).   

 

2. A timeline and project schedule has been developed which we will discuss at the AAC 

meeting.  This project schedule is fluid with the addition of the ongoing initiatives (as 

outlined above in the Pertinent History section).  

 

3. Go-Live and Data Migration planning is underway.  Over the past several weeks 

Ellucian and several SD stakeholders have met to discuss the timeline as it relates to a 

                                                 
1Policy 1:1 outlines the constitutional authority the Board of Regents has to govern the University system. This 

governance includes full power, responsibility, and authority to supervise, coordinate, manage and regulate.   
2 Policy 1:7:6 outlines the goal to incorporate technology systems as outlined by the Board of Regents.   

https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/1-1.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/1-7-6.pdf
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phased in go-live approach. Attachment IV represents Ellucian’s go-live 

recommendation.  The initial discussions included an option to do a mid-year migration 

where we would turn on Banner and turn off Colleague.  In working with the Financial 

Aid Consultant as well as the Data Migration team from Ellucian, it was noted that a 

mid-year implementation would not be viable due to the sheer number of tables and 

complexity of data and calculated fields.  Therefore, the plan to implement via a phased 

approach has been identified as the more sustainable solution.  To support this phased 

approach, Darcy Latremouille (SD Colleague Consultant) has met with Ellucian to 

begin understanding the needs for data migration and conversion to the Banner system.   

 

By adopting a phased approach, there will be added benefits including: providing 

concentrated and specific training with an expanded timeframe for students, faculty and 

most staff, as well as additional time in developing reports and other integration.  The 

reporting team currently has created a request process from the modules on requested 

reports identifying prioritization and needs of SD.  In addition, the ODS contract has 

been approved and Ellucian has now incorporated those needs into our planning.  

 

From an AAC perspective, there are a couple of questions that need to be addressed.  

Those currently include the following: 

 

a. Year-long registration:  How will the transition from Colleague to Banner 

impact those campuses that allow year-long registration?  It may require 

that we open Summer/Fall 19 in Banner and migrate what is already in 

Colleague to Banner. Students may have to register in both systems 

potentially – Summer 19 and Fall 19 in Banner and Spring 18 in Colleague.  

We could also allow Colleague to be used for Summer of 19 registrations 

and then migrate that to Banner. There are options that could be 

accommodated.  A discussion on this topic would be helpful to help set the 

direction for migration.   

 

b. Timing of turning on the system:  Do we want to turn on the system for 

Summer of 19 or do we wait to turn on the system for Fall of 19?  The 

benefits of turning on the system for Summer is that it allows SD to work 

through the new processes/workflow prior to the Fall of 19 where the 

number of students/faculty/staff affected grows substantially.  

 

4. A Risk log has been generated from the project charter and has been updated as the 

project proceeds that outlines current risks (see Attachment II).  In addition to the Risk 

log, a monthly status update by Ellucian is attached (see Attachment III). 

 

5. As outlined in the Risk log, SD and Ellucian have identified a critical risk in this project 

currently.  This is with our TEST and TRNG environment. There are challenges with 

our current version and not having the Financial Aid solution loaded in our Banner 8 

environment. To address this risk, RIS continues to work with Ellucian on identifying 

a plan and overall solution in the short-term and long-term.  On Friday, January 12, 
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2018, a call was held with representation from SD and the Ellucian executive team to 

review the issues and their recommendation.  The recommendation by Ellucian is three-

fold.   

a. First, use one of the Ellucian hosted environments for the first training on 

General Person.  This is occurring the week of the 16th of January and there has 

been some environment challenges; however, the consultant has tried to ensure 

that training is conducted with limited disruption.   

 

b. Second, Ellucian will be sending to SD a Virtual Machine to host on the SD 

network which will include the entire Banner 9 suite of software.  This will be 

used for training purposes over the next few months. 

 

c. Third, Ellucian with SD will establish a SD environment that will be developed 

with all software and then a transfer of SD data from our current Banner 8 

environment.   

   

In summary, Ellucian indicates SD’s environment is unique given we currently use HR 

and Finance but only part of Student.   Their attempts to use the standard update 

processes have failed and to correct them to work in consideration of SD’s unique 

environment would be problematic, require additional resources, and lead to uncertain 

outcomes/results long term.   The recommendation where Ellucian creates a new, 

comprehensive Banner 9 environment and SD migrates all our data to that clean, 

comprehensive environment will solve the challenges that have been encountered.  SD 

has not worked through all of the considerations associated with this change, project 

staff and RIS support it will be necessary to proceed with this approach given that the 

current approach has not been successful. 

 

6. Due to the complications identified, SD does not have a firm timeline on our Banner 9 

environment.  Therefore, the HRFIS project is scheduled for April with an alternative 

August go-live date.  

 

7. Together with Ellucian, SD has adopted an implementation strategy that incorporates 

both on-site/face-to-face as well as utilizing DDN sessions for remote consulting 

sessions. The remote sessions equate to approximately 46% of all of the consulting.  

During our last Campus Project Management (CPM) call, there was a request to support 

a one-way streaming of the on-site sessions so universities can include additional staff 

in a ‘listen only’ mode.  To accommodate this request, Janice Minder will review 

technology that may be available.  The CPMs discussed potential challenges and have 

agreed that whatever plan is supported, that the CPMs need to manage the campus 

questions and other needs that arise during the consulting at their campus through 

protocol and expectations outlined and agreed upon.    

 

In conclusion, the Risk assessment on our environment and the availability of the 

Banner 9 instance has ramifications on other milestones in the timeline.  We are 

currently working with Ellucian to better understand the timeline.  The Banner 
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HR/Finance go-live is one milestone that will require further analysis to determine if 

we can meet the requirements of a spring go-live.  Once we identify the dates for 

Ellucian to create the Banner 9 instance locally, we can make adjustments to other 

milestones if/as appropriate. 

 

IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATION 

This is an informational update on the status of the Student Banner Project. The status of 

this project has been moved to Red due to the environments.  Therefore, there are a few 

items for follow-up as we work through items summarized above including: Banner 9 

environment status and the continuance of the calendar, timeline and critical milestones.  

 

The project team will continue to provide updates ongoing to Dr. Kramer and Dr. Turman 

as well as the system councils, the steering committee and the campus project managers.  

Our next steering committee meeting where each council has a representative will be held 

on January 26, 2018, where multiple items will be presented. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment I – December 2017 Banner Student Update to SDBOR 

 Attachment II – Risk Log 

 Attachment III – Ellucian Project Status Update 

 Attachment IV – Ellucian Go-Live Presentation 
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AGENDA ITEM:  8 – C 
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****************************************************************************** 

 

SUBJECT 

Banner Student Update 

 

CONTROLLING STATUTE, RULE OR POLICY 

BOR Policy 1:1 – General Authority, Powers, and Purpose of the Board 1 

BOR Policy 1:7:6 – Technology and Telecommunications Council 2 

 

BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION 

The Board of Regents has received initial updates on the Banner Student project during 

their August 2017 and October 2017 meeting, and similar updates will continue until the 

project is completed.  Most recently an extensive overview of the projected timeline for the 

functional groups and the needs analysis activities were provided to the Academic Affairs 

Council and the Council of Presidents and Superintendent at their regularly scheduled 

meeting in November. A copy of that update can be found on the Academic Affairs 

Website.    

 

The project continues to move forward on schedule and within budget.  Ellucian and the 

SDBOR staff have worked to secure resources (consultants, onsite locations, and remote 

locations) for all upcoming Ellucian events for calendar years 2018 and 2019.  These events 

will include training on the student system, consulting for the design and configuration of 

the system, testing of the system, consulting for conversion of data (and data migration), 

and various technical sessions.    

 

Campuses and the various functional teams are working together on numerous aspects of 

this project.  Due to the complex organizational structure necessary to manage the project, 

a comprehensive communication strategy is required. This communication strategy 

includes face-to-face meetings, conference calls, email/written updates, collaboration 

through a system portal, monthly newsletter, status updates, reports from consultants and 

an intranet website.  The goal for using these various mediums is to ensure that ongoing 

communication for the multiple stakeholders is possible throughout the duration of the 

                                                 
1 Policy 1:1 outlines the constitutional authority the Board of Regents has to govern the University system.  This 

governance includes full power, responsibility, and authority to supervise, coordinate, manage and regulate.   
2 Policy 1:7:6 outlines the goal to incorporate technology systems as outlined by the Board of Regents. 
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https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/1-1.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/policy/documents/1-7-6.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2017-11-AAC/4_N_AAC1117.pdf
https://www.sdbor.edu/administrative-offices/academics/aac/Documents/2017-11-AAC/4_N_AAC1117.pdf


Banner Student Project 

December 5-7, 2017 

 

 

project.   This communication strategy has been deployed to keep stakeholders updated on 

work being completed which has included the following over the past few weeks:  

 

 Completing the needs analysis; 

 Working with the Ellucian on scheduling training, consulting sessions and testing 

sessions for 2018 and 2019;  

 Reviewing initial planning for data migration;  

 Reviewing initial go live plans; 

 Working on initial reporting strategies;  

 Upgrading various required information system versions; and  

 Creating the testing environment for the Banner system.   

 

IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This is an informational update only and no formal action is required by the Board of 

Regents at this time.   

 

ATTACHMENTS 

None 
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SDBOR SIS/FA Project Project Risk Response Plan

M!ss!0n5 Date
Identified

Risk 
Status Risk Owner Risk Category / 

Source Risk Description Impact Probability Risk 
Impact Total

Estimated or 
Actual Risk 
Probability

Overall 
Risk Index

Risk 
Potential 

Dollar 
Impact

Risk 
Exposure

Risk 
Handling 
Approach

Risk Response 
Plan Risk Trigger Updates

1 9/13/17 Open Sponsorship Policy changes will not be 
made and approved in a 
timely manner resulting in 
inability to meet timeline 
milestones.

Schedule delays Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Escalate to the 
Steering 
Committee for 
action and 
reschedule work 
until policy is 
changed.

2 9/13/17 Open Team Users do not attend 
necessary training resulting 
in their inability to use the 
system and process 
transactions

Schedule delay, 
system adoption

Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Intervention by 
Steering 
Committee and 
Project Sponsor.  
Reschedule 
training classes 
and publish the 
methods of 
training, e.g., 
web, written, 
meetings.  
Publish training 
dates in 
advance; multiple 
offerings of 
training classes; 
flexible times for 
training sessions 
(including 
evening or 
weekend).  
Users will not be 
granted access 
without training.

3 9/13/17 Open Team Employee burnout of (a) 
project staff and/or (b) 
current operational staff 
results in adverse impact 
on implementation timeline 
or scope

Schedule delay Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Identify alternate 
resources to 
lessen the 
workload on 
affected 
individuals and/or 
workgroups.

4 9/13/17 Open Sponsorship Lack of buy-in and 
resistance to change 
undermines the objectives 
of the project

Schedule delay, 
system adoption

Low High             123  24% 3 $ Escalate issues 
to appropriate 
CPM and 
executive level 
for timely 
resolution. 
Provide change 
management 
support activities. 
Publicize 
executive level 
support of 
project.  Include 
stakeholders in 
analysis, design 
and 
implementation 
processes.  
Immediately 
address issues 
as they occur.

Copyright 2013 Ellucian.  All rights reserved.
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SDBOR SIS/FA Project Project Risk Response Plan

M!ss!0n5 Date
Identified

Risk 
Status Risk Owner Risk Category / 

Source Risk Description Impact Probability Risk 
Impact Total

Estimated or 
Actual Risk 
Probability

Overall 
Risk Index

Risk 
Potential 

Dollar 
Impact

Risk 
Exposure

Risk 
Handling 
Approach

Risk Response 
Plan Risk Trigger Updates

5 9/13/17 Open Team Employee turnover results 
in loss of project 
sponsorship.

Schedule delay Low High             123  24% 3 $ Empower the 
project 
committee to 
continue with 
additional 
approval 
authority. 
Replace with a 
qualified 
candidate so that 
the 
implementation 
schedule is not 
impacted6 9/13/17 Open Scope Pressure to make changes 

to Banner baseline product 
results in increased long-
term costs, inability to meet 
timeline, inability to 
implement future releases 
of the product.

Schedule delay, 
increased scope, 
long-term 
maintenance

Med High             149  50% 6 $ Creation of work 
group to review 
the request and 
make 
recommendation 
to module and to 
steering 
committee.  Fully 
explain to 
requestor why 
the change 
cannot be 
accommodated 
and have module 
lead complete a 
RPE per Ellucian 
Hub.

7 9/13/17 Open Team Other high priority SDBOR 
projects or changes in 
policy compete for critical 
project resources resulting 
in inadequate staffing and 
inability to meet timeline 
milestones.

Schedule delay, 
decreased quality

High High             198  99% 9 $ Intervention by 
Steering 
Committee level 
to reset priority 
level and direct 
staffing as 
required.

8 9/13/17 Open Client Organizational Readiness - 
Training incomplete by go 
live date resulting in users' 
inability to utilize system.

Schedule delays Med High             149  50% 6 $ Training of 
modules by 
Ellucian - publish 
the methods of 
training, e.g., 
web, written, 
meetings.  
Publish training 
dates in 
advance; multiple 
offerings of 
training classes; 
flexible times for 
training sessions 
(including 
evening or 
weekend).  
Users will not be 
granted access 
without training. 
Training of all 
users by SD – 
creating of a 
Training and 
Development 
team to ensure a 
plan is created 
and training 
materials are 
available.  Work 
with CPMs to 
ensure all 
campus are

9 9/13/17 Open Delays in hardware and 
software 
procurement/install 
resulting in inability to meet 
project milestones.

Schedule delay High High             198  99% 9 $ Reschedule 
installation and 
may have to have
a Remote only 
installation.

Copyright 2013 Ellucian.  All rights reserved.
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SDBOR SIS/FA Project Project Risk Response Plan

M!ss!0n5 Date
Identified

Risk 
Status Risk Owner Risk Category / 

Source Risk Description Impact Probability Risk 
Impact Total

Estimated or 
Actual Risk 
Probability

Overall 
Risk Index

Risk 
Potential 

Dollar 
Impact

Risk 
Exposure

Risk 
Handling 
Approach

Risk Response 
Plan Risk Trigger Updates

10 9/13/17 Open Other Unforeseen major disaster 
(e.g. weather disaster, 
terrorism, long-term 
electrical outage) results in 
inability to meet timeline 
milestones.

Schedule delay Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Escalate to 
Ellucian to 
reschedule 
milestones.  
Reschedule all 
implementation 
training

11 9/13/17 Open Team Turnover of Key Ellucian 
Personnel.

Schedule delay, 
loss of project 
knowledge

Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Replace with a 
qualified 
candidate so that 
the 
implementation 
schedule is not 
impacted

12 9/13/17 Open Team Critical project staff not 
available

Schedule delay, 
increase cost

Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Agree to the 
baselined 
schedule and 
use contingency 
funds to hire 
additional staff. 
Adjust delivery 
date, or reduce 
other functionality

13 9/13/17 Open Requirements Legacy data not converted 
to Banner as scheduled

Schedule delay Med High             149  50% 6 $ Identify Ellucian 
or other 
consultants to 
help with the 
conversion.

14 9/13/17 Open Other Delayed project start due to 
contract signing and lost 
time due to weather 
resulting in lost project time.

Med Med             100  50% 4 $ Consider remote 
engagements, 
reducing 
engagement 
durations to 
make up time.

15 11/17/17 Open Technical Environment setup not 
complete before functional 
engagements scheduled 
start.

Schedule delay Med High             149  50% 6 $ Consider 
Ellucian 
completing B9 
envronment 
setup tasks. 
Identify alternate 
training 
environment.

Environment 
not setup 
before EOY.

16                 ‐    0% 0 $
17                 ‐    0% 0 $
18                 ‐    0% 0 $
19                 ‐    0% 0 $

Total Risk Exposure 2 $

Copyright 2013 Ellucian.  All rights reserved.
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Banner SIS/FA - Project Status Report 
 

Reporting Date: - December 2017 
Ellucian Project Manager: Roger Strain 

Project Sponsor: Paul Turman 
 

 
Key Project Status Status Description 

G Will hit the target Progressing as expected / planned. 

Y At risk of missing target In progress or partial resolution.  Determine what needs to be satisfied for green status. 

R Likely to miss target Action plan not implemented or not likely to be on time. 

 
 
 

Overall Project Status:  

Green   Yellow   Red 

Summary of the overall project status: 

 

There have been many challenges with completing the environment setup. As a result, the project has 
been put in red status due to the risk to the timeline. We are developing a supplemental plan to complete 
the environment setup to mitigate the risk on the schedule. 

 
During December, the project team completed the Financial Aid Overview for Banner Student, MEP 
planning meeting, data migration planning meetings, and go-live planning meetings. We continued 
developing a technical training plan and reviewed 3rd party integrations. 

 
Student and Financial Aid functional engagements will start in January. Detailed data migration planning 
is starting in January. Multi Entity Processing (MEP) Adoption Workshop planned week of January 15. 
More detailed Mobile and Portal discussions are planned to start in January. 

 
During the Needs Analysis, there was discussion and some concern regarding data migration and the 
planned go-live dates. We’ve developed a summary outlining the concerns and providing 
recommendations for go-live scenarios. A decision has not yet been made on which option we will 
proceed with. Meetings are planned to review with the Leadership team in and the module leads in 
December. 

 
Our go-to-green plan includes assigning additional resources to provide complete setting up the B9 
HR/Finance environment and completing Student and Financial Aid installs. We will be back to green 
upon completion of the plan to ready the environments. 

 

Timeline: 
Overall health of the timeline: 

 
 Green   Yellow   Red 

Summary of the overall project timeline status: 
 

SIS/FA engagements will start in January; however, due to the environment issues the project is in red. 
We are assigning additional consulting resources to complete environment setup. 

 
The Project Management team is reviewing scheduled activities and upcoming engagements on a weekly 
basis. 

 

 
 

Page 1 of 3 | 
Project Status Report | 

© 2013 Ellucian. All Rights Reserved - Confidential & Proprietary | 
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Accomplishments/Deliverables: 
Summary of any accomplishments or deliverables for this project: 

 
 Completed Banner Financial Aid System Overview 

 Supported development of a training plan for technical staff 

 Data migration planning meetings 

 MEP meeting 

 Go-live review meeting 

 Conducted weekly PM meetings 

 Supported weekly RIS meetings 

 Participated in Leadership meeting 
 

Change Management: 
 

Summary of Project Change Requests: 
 

 PCR001 – Amend schedule for FTD billing. (approved, implemented) 

 PCR002 – Clarify scope of data conversion process. (approved, implemented) 

 PCR003 - Financial Aid Out of Scope declarations. (approved, implemented) 

Click the link below to access the Change Requests. 

Change Requests 
 

 
 
 

Risks Management: 
Click the link below to access the Risk Log. 

 
Risk Log 

 
 
 
 

Action Items: 
Click the link below to access the Action Item Log. 

 
Action Item Log 

 
 
 
 
 

Plan for Next Period: 
 

Summary of planning items for the upcoming month: 
 

 Finalize plan for go-live sequence, data migration 

 Work to complete software installations 

 Banner General Process Overview 

 Banner Student Comprehensive Processing 

 MEP Adoption Workshop 

 Data Migration Assessment and Strategy planning 

 Web Tailor training 
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 Start Financial Aid engagements 

 Start Banner Security 
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Banner Go-live
South Dakota Board of Regents
December 2017
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Discussed Options

Mid-Year Implementation
This is where the migration and conversion of data will 
occur all at once. 

Staggered Approach Implementation
This is a phased approach where SD would implement 
and go live in stages.  

January 17, 2018
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SD Discussion of Impacted Modules
Admissions
Academic Records
Financial Aid
Accounts Receivable

3January 17, 2018
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Admissions
No changes in either plan for Admissions go-live of 
October 2018
Discussion Point – Application – Admissions

Mid-Year
Plan has no changes.
If application is in Banner, need to get data into CRMs
How does data impact Financial Aid?

Phased Approach
Plan continues with little to no changes.
If application is in Banner, need to get data into CRMs
How does data impact Financial Aid?

January 17, 2018
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Academic Records
Discussion Point – Academic Records/Registration

Mid-Year
Plan has no changes.
Discussion would be how to implement mid-year to new SIS.

Grades
Registration

Training of Staff/Faculty – mid-year/mid-semester

Phased Approach
Plan continues with little to no changes.
Go live would be phased.  System would be ready in March and phased in during 
an agreed upon approach to avoiding mid-year training and duplication of effort.

Grades completed in Colleague – migrate those to Banner
Registration completed in Colleague and turned on for Summer or Fall in Banner – this 
would be transition year.  
Training of students as needed.
Training could be completed prior to the new academic year for a majority of faculty.
Training could occur over the summer for those utilizing the system – as needed.

No impact on DegreeWorks as this would be phased in either approach. 

January 17, 2018
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Financial Aid
Discussion Point – Financial Aid

Mid-Year
Plan has no changes.
Discussion would be how to implement mid-year to new SIS.

Ellucian does not have a conversion plan that would utilized a one-time data conversion.  
Extensive data mapping would need to be developed, tested and validated by South Dakota. 
This is not considered a best practice due to the number of calculated fields that exist with history 
data.
This would be considered a RISK from an Ellucian perspective. 
There would be duplication of effort in this model – loading of all of data and creating same tables in 
both systems. 
Work would need to continue in both systems as not all history data would come over in the Banner 
tables. 

Phased Approach
Go live would be phased.

19/20 Aid Year would begin in Banner – loading of FAFSA files, Admissions data, etc. 
18/19 Aid Year would be completed in Colleague. 

No duplication of effort – close out current year in Colleague and begin new year in Banner. 
Assignment of budgets would begin January 2019 in Banner. 
Packaging would be February 2019 in Banner. 
Direct Loan June – July 2019.  Summer loans to occur earlier as identified by FA module. 
Transition is staged around avoiding duplicate work in both systems. 
Ellucian has a fully developed plan for this type of migration/go-live plan. 

History of Needs Analysis would be delivered in flat-file and provided in a view on a Banner form. See follow 
up slide on this recommendation from Ellucian.  This would be true for either option. 

January 17, 2018
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ARCR
Discussion Point – ARCR

Mid-Year
Plan has no changes.
Discussion would be how to implement mid-year to new SIS.

Ellucian does not have a conversion plan that would utilized a one-time data 
conversion. 
This may cause confusion for students – mid-year self-service.
Training would need to be completed mid-year.
Financial Aid data would have to come in phases as not all data would be migrated.  

Phased Approach
Go live would be phased.  System would be ready in March and phased in during 
an agreed upon approach to avoiding mid-year training and duplication of effort.

Student Fees implemented in a clean cut-over.  A full semester would be completed 
together.  No mid-year challenges with data in one system versus a new system.
Registration completed in Colleague and turned on for Summer or Fall in Banner – this 
would be transition year.  
Training could be completed prior to the new academic year for a majority of 
faculty/students/staff.
Training could occur over the summer for those utilizing the system – as needed.
Limited additional conversion due to a phased approach. 
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Ellucian Recommendation – Conversion/Go-Live
Ellucian’s best practice implementation process for Banner Financial Aid has always been to follow the Award Year 
cycle/process flow, which has historically supported a go live in the December-January-February timeframe for the award year 
that would commence that subsequent Fall term… 

As of the Award Year 2017-2018, for newly implementing Banner Financial Aid clients, the “go live” pulled back to October to 
match the beginning of that new aid year.

Since that announcement and process change Ellucian’s implementation strategy for Banner Financial Aid has adopted that for 
all subsequent client projects and is in line with our recommended practices across Professional Services, Action Line and 
Product Development.

Set up is completed for the new aid year only in Banner. 
Only new aid year FAFSAs are loaded and into Banner.
Client would complete all prior year financial aid processing in their legacy system through the end of the current aid 
cycle.
Client would configure Banner Financial Aid to coincide with the beginning of the next award year FISAP reporting period. 

Minimal manual intervention needed. 
Data conversion absent 

Client staff would need to understand what they are working on legacy vs. what they are working on in Banner
No interfaces between legacy and Banner are needed.
Some communications will be necessary to inform/educate Students on where to access certain data elements during the 
period of transition. 
Conversion of historic FA data may be possible - for reference purposes only to Banner once finalized in the legacy 
system. Additional FA data for audit and other reasons may be stored in Oracle tables or other formats acceptable to 
audit standards. 

Most clients archive or save off files from legacy systems that they may have to access or view over time.

The scope of data converted into Banner is limited to: One-Time Tracking Documents; FA Award History; FA 
Satisfactory Academic History (SAP) rules; FA specific comments.
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Why? Challenges for FA – Mid-Year

A mid-year implementation is not advisable due to the division of data between legacy system(s) and Banner that 
make required US Department of Education reporting (FISAP, COD reconciliation, etc.) difficult. Be aware of the 
following risks where data resides in two different systems the client would be responsible for merging the data 
and testing with DOE to determine if this is even possible. This approach is really not a practical approach given 
everything that is involved.

Fund accounting (paid, available, pending, etc.)
COD data for Direct Loans / Adjustments/ Unknown issues on how Loans would be awarded / Loan Periods
COD data for Pell Grant / Adjustments /
FAFSA correction and verification data as verification would have to be done again in Banner
Full details on disbursement of awards being paid in 2 systems. 
Funds Management – Reconciliation issues likely to be manual between 2 systems
FISAP – Requires a complete load of all FAFSAs processed in Colleague be done in Banner and would then it be manual 
to be accurate.
Campus based Funds issues for reporting in FISAP
All Transaction Numbers must match to current record in Legacy system
COD data in Legacy would have to match Banner 100% 
COD - Banner COD reporting is not intended to be managed with a hybrid manual and automated approach.

Conversion of data for a mid-year go live is untested and unproven and would require backwards set 
up of all the pertinent rules/processes and validation tables for the Banner FA modules at minimum, 
and a very labor intense cross-walking and data verification and validation effort by client staff.
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Ellucian Solution for Past History Not Migrated

Either approach would not include history of needs 
analysis due to calculated fields and data volume.
Goal to have reporting data. 
Consultant will provide a plan to implement a flat-
file for historic reporting.
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Benefits – Phased Approach

Training could be handled in a more succinct 
manner.  
A clear approach could be defined with timeline for 
go-live with faculty and students.
The additional months (March – May) allow for 
additional reporting and integration work as needed. 
The RISK associated with mid-year conversion is 
mitigated. 
Ellucian only supports the phased approach. 
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